
Animated Guardians: a 1-2 Hour, First-Tier D&D Adventure 
 
Hook.  The town of Norcord is a plain town with simple folk.  Signe Caspersen, a short, 
rather portly, halfling grocer, approaches the party and informs them that when she 
went to make her deliveries to Master Felaern, the local wizard, at his tower, the upper 
portion of the tower was sheared off and she couldn’t hail him from the gate.  She is 
scared to try to enter without the wizard’s leave.  Could the party please check and 
make sure he hasn’t come to any harm.  She begs that Master Felaern is good for the 
town, even if he is a bit reclusive.  He brews remedies and potions for the sick and has 
saved the town from several monster incursions; he even brought back the body of 
Soren, the town guardsman, who was killed by one of the monsters and helped bury 
him.  He be sorely missed if he has come to harm. 
 
Scene 1: Can the party Get inside? 
Tower Grounds:  About 6 miles outside of town, You see a small castle of reddish 
stone with a single tower keep in the southern corner of a square walled courtyard.  The 
walls are about 8ft high with iron spikes at the top and about 1 ½ ft thick, the tower is 
currently about 30ft high, but a large portion of the tower’s roof has been destroyed.  A 
narrow gate with a closed oak door forms the entrance (DC 12 to pick the lock, lock is 
rusted shut if fail; door has 10hp).  As the party approaches, You hear the loud clanging 
sound of metal-on-metal at a steady beat.   
 
(Any magic users when they step into the courtyard sense the magical Ley Lines the 
tower was built on. Any spells cast within the courtyard or tower do not require 
concentration) 
 
The keep appears well-maintained except for the damaged tower; no one answers to 
hails from the gate.  The yard is mostly a promenade garden with circling paths leading 
in colorful looping spirals.  A small forge is set in one corner of the yard.  A hammer 
rises and falls on the anvil on its own with no guiding hand, shaping red-hot metal while 
the bellows pump air onto the flaming forge.  The spell ends if the hammer is picked up 
(small hammer). Several longswords of identical patterns are on production racks, along 
with several shields and bits of armor. 
 
Scene 2: Can the Party Defeat the Guardian?  
Tower Gateway: The tower has a stairway that goes up about 10ft along the base of 
the tower to a stone landing where a heavy oak door reinforced with iron studs bars the 
entrance.   
 
(The door has no lock or handle and is completely smooth on the outside, investigation 
or lockpicking check DC 15 reveals that it is barred from the inside; party may try to use 
spells or other abilities to open the door; or smash it, 35hp to destroy the door,) 
(alternative entrance: If party attempts to climb the tower and enter from the top, there 
are battlements and damaged tower superstructure that can be snagged by a grappling 
hook; have party enter at the Lab which may bypass the early fight and exploration) 
 



Inside the tower hall, You see an open chamber with stairs leading to the upper 
chambers.  A closed, oak door is under the stairs.  A table with chairs and benches is 
set near the large hearth.  On the wall a pair of crossed swords hang between to 
tapestried drapes.  You see the crossbars of the swords unfurl into wings, stretch for a 
moment, and then lunge at the party.  
The swords attack first then Roll Initiative and FIGHT. 
(The Swords are Flying Swords, charged with guarding the tower against intruders; 
when they are defeated, they collapse to the ground in a heap of scrap metal) 
(Optional: Add more swords for higher level party or higher difficulty fight) 
(Optional: Treat swords as Dancing Swords once defeated) 
 
Scene 3: Can the Party find Master Felaern? 
(After defeating the swords, the party may explore the tower) 
Cellar Storerooms: The door under the stairs leads down to a pitch-dark room, the scent 
of vegetation is heavy, especially onion.  (Once lit) You see the tower storeroom and 
kitchens.  There are several piles of root vegetables and sacks of flour, and a few 
cheese wheels, and a barrel of cider; there is also a well-stocked wine rack in the cooler 
section of the cellar.   
(Perception DC10 or Player Asking reveals that There is no meat here, apparently 
Felaern is a vegetarian; Perception 13+ reveals that his stocks look like they have 
hardly been touched in the last week.)      
 
Middle level sleeping chambers and library: Up the stairs leads to the wizard’s Library.  
There is a bed in a small chamber towards the back and a smaller privy chamber.  The 
library contains a number of shelves and a comfortable red reading chair near the 
window.  There is also a writing desk with scattered notes.   
 
(If they investigate), You find Felaern’s journal and spellbook in which there are several 
entries that highlight his admiration for warriors and their bravery.  He wishes that he 
could dedicate more time to developing the skills to wear armor.  After losing his friend 
Soren, the guardsman, who took a hit for him in battle, he obsesses over the idea of 
creating armor that doesn’t require strength and proficiency so he doesn’t have to 
endanger his companions.  The journal tracks his experiments in animating weapons 
and armor until his final experiment in which, binding the Ley Lines of his tower with the 
energy of gathered lightning from a storm, he would animate a full suit of Animated 
Armor that should provide the proficiency for him. 
 
Among the piles of papers and books the party also finds several spell scrolls: 1 Dispel 
Magic, 1 Jump, 2 Burning Hands  
 
(Optional: Any Investigation attempt also reveals a collection of arcane notes, If party 
member has arcane knowledge they recognize the diagrams are for making the Flying 
Swords and Animated Shields)       
 
 
 



Scene 4: Can the Party Defeat the Animated Armor and Rescue Felaern? 
Top Level: Ruins and Lab: 
You enter the upper chambers of the tower.  It is a large open room, nearly 30ft around; 
equipment and tables have been shoved to the side against the walls.  An open door 
that leads into a stairwell up the damaged tower.  A heavy metal cable is running from 
that stair to the large Suit of Armor that dominates the center of the room, sword hilts 
stick out from its back in a full circle behind a large shield strapped to its back.   
The intelligent eyes inside the armor widen in fear as the animated suit of armor 
disconnects from the cable, activates an Animated Shield, which floats around it, and 
then hurls a Flying Sword at a player.  The Animated Armor makes the first attack, then 
Role Initiative and FIGHT.   
(The Armor is following its orders to protect its owner rather than its owner’s 
movements, as a result Felaern is unable to speak or cast spells while inside; Felaern 
takes the same damage as the Armor on a hit.  On each of its turns, the Armor draws a 
new Flying Sword and throws it at an enemy as a bonus action, the Sword then acts of 
its own accord until defeated, the armor then makes its two bash attacks; the Animated 
Shield raises the AC to 20; as it takes damage the armor visibly wears down and falls 
off Felaern) 
(Optional: the Armor throws two swords and draws two more which it uses to make two 
slashing attacks instead of bashing) 
(Optional: For a more difficult fight increase the Armor’s HP and/or Make the Armor 
immune or resistant to nonmagical damage) 
  
Scene 5: How will the Party be Rewarded?  
If Felaern is alive when the Armor falls apart:   
He immediately jumps up and dashes to the privy room (he has been trapped in an 
Animated Armor for days) He is then grateful to the party for their assistance.  He 
answers any questions they have about his actions and experiment;  
 
(He hooked up a metal rod to the upper tower to guide the lightning down the stair well 
to the Armor inside the ritual circle, then donned the armor and waited for the storm. 
The armor unfortunately reacted only with the original spells to remain still until 
protecting its location from intruders instead of his intended result of it reacting with his 
own movements.) 
 
  He comments on any damage done to his home by the Party, but is rather amused by 
it and he uses the Mending Cantrip on the damage including the Flying Swords which 
works because of the added power from the Ley Lines.  He offers the party to each take 
one Flying Sword as thanks for rescuing him; he can always make more.  
(Treat them as Dancing Swords(longsword) for PC use)  
(Optional: PC may take an Animated Shield instead of, or in addition to, the Dancing 
Sword) 
 
 
 
 



If Felaern is slain while in the Armor, (or by the party after): 
The Party may bring word back to the town of Felaern’s folly.  The townsfolk will grieve 
the loss of their protector, but will accept the journal of proof that the party did not 
murder him.  They thank the party for bringing them the news and may request the party 
stay to guard the town against future threats. 
If party casts Mending on any of the Flying Swords, they may keep it as a Dancing 
Sword(longsword) 
(Optional: party may pay 200gp per blade to have it repaired or 400gp to have it 
modified to a different type of weapon, then may use is as a Dancing Sword (any)) 
 
Rewards: 
-Wizard Spellbook: Mending, message, prestidigitation, Jump, Longstrider, 
Enlarge/Reduce, Magic Weapon, Fabricate, 
-Scrolls: 1 Dispel Magic; 1 Jump; 2 Burning Hands  
-Dancing Sword(s) 
-Favor of Wizard 
 -Optional additional quest(s) 
 
 (Optional continuation: Felaern is unrepentant of his folly. He does not believe it is good 
for a wizard to need a warrior as a shield and that all should work to balance their 
weakness rather than rely on others for the balance.  He also believes he knows how to 
correct his mistake.  If party can persuade him he may give party fetch quests for items 
he needs for his experiments, or if Persuaded, he may permit them to accompany him 
on quests to obtain items he needs) 
 
(Optional continuation: Townsfolk and/or Wizard Felaern may request that the party 
remain in the town to assist with the defense against future threats or to obtain items 
that Felaern needs) 
 
Stat blocks needed: 
Flying Sword 
Animated Armor 
Use Commoner for any Norcord townsfolk 
Felaern-Level 8-10 Elven Wizard  
 
 
 
 
 


